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Time for justice
T he Invicta Watch Group is exhibiting at TFWA World Exhibition & Conference 

for the first time, ready to expand its travel retail business. 
Honouring the heritage of comic character culture, and in collaboration with DC 

Comics, Invicta Watch will present the limited edition DC Comics collection. 
Inspired by the DC Comics universe, the collection comprises famed characters 

straight from the iconic comic books and from the motion pictures. Through 
innovative design and outstanding engineering, each character will be reflected 
throughout the dial, authentically capturing their specific personality. Additionally, 
character-specific attributes will feature throughout all aspects of the watch, 
achieving a timepiece that wholly embodies the distinct identity of said character. 
All the timepieces in this series will be sold in special, limited edition packaging. 

Additionally, Invicta Watch Group will also present its collaboration with 
LucasFilm in a limited edition Star Wars collection. The legendary heritage of Star 
Wars teamed up with the bold innovation of Invicta, brings time to life, making for 
the most collectible moment in your galaxy. 

Blue Village F18

Smashing designs
D efined by deep heritage and youthful vigour, shoemaker Bally is 

returning to TFWA World Exhibition & Conference to showcase the 
Super Smash tennis sneakers, following their success last season.

A growing part of Bally’s DNA since the tennis shoes were first launched 
in 1965, these charming, yet hardwearing lace-ups return for autumn winter 
’18 in full leather versions featuring a replica swoosh detail on the side, with 
a small ‘B’ in the centre inspired by a 1978 shoe from Bally’s archive.

Crafted using Strobel construction – a specific way of stitching upper 
leather and lining the insole of the shoe for added comfort – the shoe 
features a vulcanised sole, making it more robust yet maintaining a 
lightness in weight. The new archive replicas are crafted in soft European 
calf leather and available in sporty white/corvette and white/jean 
combinations. 

Alongside Bally’s Super Smash sneakers, on display will also be new 
derivations of the best-selling Galaxy sneakers both for women and men.

Riviera Village RC6

Exceptional 
cuvee
S ince 2000, Clos de l’Oratoire des 

Papes, the vineyard in 
Châteauneuf-Du-Pape, has been 
producing ‘Les Chorégies’, an 
exceptional cuvee coming from its 
best terroirs. This cuvee is born of a 
partnership between Maison Ogier 
and the opera festival ‘Les Chorégies 
d’Orange’.

Advini has created a luxurious 
case for Les Chorégies in an 
exceptional 2015 vintage. The case 
features a mix of gold and black colours, 
and the musical score of ‘Carmen’ by Georges Bizet.

Meanwhile, Château Patache d’Aux, a Médoc Cru bourgeois, is available 
in a new box depicting life in the village of Bégadan in north Médoc. The box 
houses the 2014 vintage of this iconic wine from the vineyards of Bordeaux.

With a new look for summer 2018, the Pas du Moine from Château 
Gassier stands out when it comes to Provence rosés. The modern packaging 
perfectly enhances the look of this iconic wine.

Meanwhile, Advini, alongside Paris Aéroport and Lagardère Travel 
Retail, recently opened a pop-up shop – L’Expérience des Terroirs – for one 
month in Paris-CDG Terminal 2E. Eight wineries representing Burgundy, 
Rhône, Provence, Languedoc, Roussillon, Cahors and Bordeaux gave 
travellers the opportunity to discover the most emblematic French wines.

Bay Village Bay 13

Alluring mirror coating
P remium sunglasses supplier Maui Jim will launch Shoal, featuring the 

alluring MAUIGreen mirror coating, at TFWA World Exhibition & Conference.
Following the success of the MAUI Sunrise and Blue Hawaii mirror sunglasses, 

MAUIGreen is the latest Maui Jim PolarizedPlus2 fashion lens with a green mirror 
coating on SuperThin (ST) Glass for extra clear optics.

Inspired by the lush and verdant beauty of the 
rain-forested hills of East Maui that sweep down 
to the azure ocean, MAUIGreen has a subtle 
green-blue iridescence.

Available initially only in Shoal (#797), a refined 
lightweight Monel metal frame to suit any occasion, 
the MAUIGreen treatment will be applied to other popular sunglass styles in the 
coming months. Blue Hawaii is so successful that it is offered as a lens colour 
option on several of the exciting new styles to debut in Cannes, including the chic 
Pineapple (#784) with its round nylon framed ST Glass lenses and the matte crystal 
colour variant of the Tumbleland (#770) mid-size wrap.

Green Village M59
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Striking eyewear
M arcolin will showcase new SS19 eyewear trends at TFWA World 

Exhibition & Conference. The striking DL0273 unisex mask-style 
sunglass from Diesel Eyewear features a pilot shape with a slim metal 
structure, visible through the single wide lens affixed with screws on the 
front. The transparent surface continues on the temples, revealing the 
engraved Diesel logo positioned between two screws. The DL0277 is a bold 
pilot-shape sunglass style for men featuring strong lines and an acetate 
front characterised by two holes at the sides, where the contrasting 
coloured structure attached to the metal temple is visible.

From Ermenegildo Zegna Eyewear, the sporty mask-style of the EZ0120 
sunglasses in nylon features a metal double bridge and leather edging on 
the lenses. Two rivets on the front feature the iconic chevron motif, while 
the temple tips are enhanced by a camel-coloured insert. Made entirely 
from metal, the EZ0114 is a rounded sunglass model. The temples have the 
iconic chevron motif lasered onto the sides, along with camel-coloured 
inserts on the temple tips.

Marcolin will also highlight new models from Swarovski Eyewear and 
Tom Ford Eyewear at TFWA World Exhibition & Conference.

Blue Village B13

Bite-size 
goodness
S ince 1925, Loacker has 

been synonymous with 
the finest quality, fresh water 
and chocolate products. The 
Loacker family selects the 
best natural ingredients and 
produces its delicious range 
at over 3,000 feet and in the 
heart of the Dolomites, where 
the air and the water are 
fresh and pure.

Loacker comes to TFWA 
World Exhibition & Conference 
with yet another treat in bite-size goodness – Loacker Choco Minis. 
Celebrate anytime with this crunchy chocolate pleasure from Loacker in 
a handy pouch bag. Office breaks, coffee breaks, or anytime at home or 
outside become moments of goodness. Be delighted by the first chocolate 
specialities with a heart of crispy and light wafer and the finest chocolate. 
A specialty offered in four unique flavours: milk, dark, milk crème and 
napolitaner. Pick your favourite and be won over: Every Loacker Choco Mini 
is an unforgettable treat waiting to be discovered and enjoyed. There is a 
heart of pure Loacker goodness in every Choco Mini.

Green Village L57

Reactivating 
youth
S kin follows a very precise 

biorhythm: it defends itself 
during daylight, while it renews at 
night. But the lack of sun exposure 
or sleep, stress, pollution, or 
smoking can desynchronise its 
‘internal clocks’ – during the day, skin’s 
natural defences weaken, wrinkles set in, 
skin loses its youth and glow.

Mavala is introducing ANTI-AGE 
PRO Chronobiological Day Serum and 
Chronobiological Day Cream to reactivate the 
youth mechanisms of the skin.

This advanced skincare combines synchronising 
chronopeptides able to mimic the benefits of daylight on the skin in order 
to stimulate skin’s own protective potential, thousands of Alpine Rose stem 
cells, pro-youth organic Silicium and powerful antioxidants.

ANTI-AGE PRO Day protects the skin from daily stresses, moisturises and 
corrects all signs of ageing. There are two expert formulas developed for 
face and eye contour.

Tested under dermatological and ophthalmological control, the products 
are without mineral oil, paraben, phthalates, sodium laureth sulfate.

Riviera Village RG16

A sweeter future
P erfetti Van Melle is continuing its strategy of ‘confecting a sweeter future’ for 

international travellers. This includes the launch of several new products and a growth 
plan focused on expanding the sugar confectionery category within travel retail.

New products for 2019 focus on core brands Mentos and Chupa Chups. Building on the 
success of its travel retail exclusive Mentos Jumborolls, it is introducing a new flavour – Mentos 
Mix on the Beach. This Jumboroll consists of eight single rolls comprising peach/orange, 
strawberry/banana, and passion fruit/mango.

Also new this year is the Chupa Chups Cupcake, a sweet plastic baking cup holder with 24 
cupcake baking cups and 10 mini Chupa Chups lollipops on top, packaged in a small box.

Designed specifically for kids is a line extension to the Chupa Chups Smurf Markers, the 
Chupa Chups Hello Kitty Markers. The Smurf Markers have been very successful in travel retail 
and are a great gift to keep kids entertained during travel.

Perfectly suited to border stores thanks to its size and price-point is the new 600g Mix of 
Mini’s Silo, which includes Fruit-tella, Dummies, mini Chupa Chups and mini Mentos.

Mediterranean Village P17
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Redefining 
regality
A jmal is introducing the new 

men’s fragrance Aristocrat. 
The sophisticated fragrance is 
said to evoke power and elegance. 
Fresh citrus top notes of 
bergamot, watermelon and lime 
delve into a floral, musky heart of 
lily of the valley, jasmine and 
musk. Finally, the woody, ambery 
base features musk, patchouli, 
cedarwood and amber. It is 
described as a true gentleman’s 
fragrance.

The target group is a mature man, who is well 
travelled, informed and has exquisite taste in life. 
He is the epitome of regality and nobility.

The bottle and packaging have been designed by internationally-
acclaimed French design agency, Cent Degres, and are said to match the 
timeless style of a classy man.

Meanwhile, the feminine Aristocrat perfume similarly reveals a 
grandeur, power and elegance. The top notes are floral, fruity and fresh; the 
heart is spicy, floral and sweet; and the base is woody, mossy and ambery.

Red Village H18

9-in-1 styling
P &G recently launched the brand new MultiGroomingKit 

MGK3085, once again presenting a successful example 
of co-branding by bundling Braun and Gillette to cater to 
style-oriented men around the globe. It will be showcased by 
Braun at TFWA World Exhibition & Conference.

Nine different usages are combined in one single product: 
The Gillette Fusion blade delivers a clean and precise shave, 
while Braun’s multifunctional device with its various 
attachments grooms the entire body from head to toe.

With this unique 9-in-1 set, men can shave, trim their 
beard, groom their body, and on top receive great value for 
money. For travel retailers, the target group is enormous and 
the MGK3085 fits perfectly in the globally-growing styling 
category.

Mediterranean Village P15

Accessorise 
your taste
D esigned to fit the style of the 

independent, confident and 
charismatic woman, the new Corset 
Double Capsule is this season’s latest 
addition to the world-first ‘Shell Pack’ 
range. It will be showcased by KT 
International at TFWA World 
Exhibition & Conference.

With its unique front opening 
pack, Corset Double Capsule 
delivers a fine and smooth 
smoking sensation with 
a taste of your choice – 
Blueberry Blush or Menthol 
Glaze.

The Double Capsule by 
Corset is a line extension to the 
premium Corset “-A-Porter” Shell Pack series launched in 2017.

Made with meticulous attention to detail, the Corset Shell Pack series 
includes a variety of five packs – Mauve, Lilac, White, Brise and Deux-A-
Porter (single menthol capsule), each carefully created with the highest 
quality tobacco to fulfil the delicate tastes of every Corset consumer.

Marine Village S14

En-vogue looks
F ollowing the successful launch of the new Generation Charm 

Club at the beginning of this year, THOMAS SABO is extending 
the world of Charms with the 2018 Autumn/Winter Collection by 
adding a further 48 designs. With their diverse sizes, materials, 
surfaces and strong symbolic character, the newly-designed pieces of 
jewellery fit seamlessly into the existing collection and highlight the 
new wearing comfort of Generation Charm Club with en-vogue looks.

Whether classic lucky charms in filigree cut-out design, graphic 
statement pieces in the art-deco style of the 1920s, or nostalgic 
protective symbols in a vintage-inspired look, the detailed Charms 
offer even more possibilities for personal statements. The large Coin 
Charms, in particular, are an ideal addition to any combination. The 
elaborate designs show traditional symbols of love, peace or strength, 
partly paired with a rebellious look. Detailed decorations and vintage 
elements also adorn the astro-inspired designs in the collection.

The collection is rounded off by new variations of necklaces 
and bracelets that allow an individual style mix in the en-vogue 
layering look.

Blue Village C14
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Trendy bags
L ancaster’s new Fall-Winter 2018/19 collection of bags contains iconic 

pieces that are beautiful both during the day and at night.
The pieces, characterised by a sense of softness, with flexible, rounded 

shapes and subtly blended colours, take on a new personality in the evening, 
with stronger, more graphic and magnetic lines.

This brand-new collection, made up of a wide range of different pieces, 
is aimed at the multifaceted woman who embodies both sophistication and 
sporty chic, and is natural and original, spontaneous and enigmatic.

The never-ending renewal of Lancaster’s product ranges appeals 
to fashionistas who are always on the lookout for items that echo the 
latest trends.

The brand designs a wide range of items that meet the needs and desires 
of today’s men and women – bags for everyday use, evening bags, travel 
bags, matching small items of leatherwear and other accessories. Lancaster 
products attract clients for their quality and practicality, with designs 
inspired by the very latest fashion trends.

Bay Village Bay 1B

Fine cacao chocolates
R epublica del Cacao creates authentic Latin-American fine cacao 

chocolate, hand-in-hand with local communities, developing 
sustainable fine cacao production at its source.

Part of its strategy for travel retail has been the creation of a unique 
portfolio and brand identity. For the European market, Republica del Cacao 
is launching a line of Single Origin Dark Chocolate bars with fine cacao from 
Ecuador, Colombia, Peru and Dominican Republic, as well as a line of Dark 
Chocolate bars with locally farmed exotic fruits and unique ingredients, 
together with a line of ultra-premium gift boxes. This new collection will 
be launched at TFWA World Exhibition & Conference, where Republica del 
Cacao can be found on the Valrhona stand.

The brand shares its dedication and passion for chocolate and fine cacao 
with customers through its duty free store-in-store personalised spaces, 
where brand ambassadors offer a specialised service to customers, so they 
can learn about the origin of fine cacao, turning the brand itself into a 
travel destination.

Riviera Village RH16

Artistic 
heritage
L a Martiniquaise is this year introducing two 

new references for its traditional French 
aperitif ST RAPHAËL.

ST RAPHAËL boasts an incredible historical 
and artistic heritage. The iconic bottle with 
the bulb neck has been a familiar sight on 
tables and bar counters in France for almost 
190 years. ST RAPHAËL Quinquina is said to 
withhold a prodigious patrimony, and the 
brand has stood the test of time with visibility 
and notoriety still today.

As a tribute to Charles Loupot, major 
illustrator and poster designer who held a 
key role in the elaboration of the graphic 
iconography of the brand, ST RAPHAËL 
presents a new product range ‘Le quina’. The 
packaging is inspired by the 50s bottle, with 
the graphic design and golden archangel 
Raphaël. Elaborated from carefully selected 
red or white wines, mistelle, quinquina, plants 
and spices, Le quina Red and Amber are a 
reference to the classic aromatic recipe. Best 
enjoyed chilled, their organoleptic flavour 
strength makes it also the perfect range 
for mixology.

Yellow Village G54

Treat for you
L eonidas has created a new collection of premium Belgian chocolates, 

which will appeal to travellers buying a gift on impulse as they browse 
the travel retail aisles.

The ‘For You’ collection consist of two six-piece references, the indulgent 
Duetto and the timeless Louise, which are represented in contemporary pink 
and green gift boxes with tasteful illustrations of the delights within.

The ‘For You’ Duetto assortment was developed initially with two 
flavours, Duetto Strawberry & Balsamic, a dark chocolate covered ganache 
with strawberry and a hint of balsamic vinegar, and Duetto Nougat & 
Sesame, a milk chocolate covered ganache with nougat cream and sesame 
seeds. These proved so successful that Leonidas launched a third surprising 
flavour in 2017, the Duetto Yuzu & Dragonfruit, a white chocolate covered 
ganache with yuzu and dragon fruit.

The ‘For You’ Louise assortment is composed of Louise White, caramel 
flavoured praline with caramelised hazelnuts; Louise Milk, praline with 
caramel flavour; and Louise Dark, praline with caramel flavour.

Blue Village D24
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Skin rejuvenation
T he latest Dr Irena Eris Cosmetic Laboratories anti-wrinkle series 

AUTHORITY is said to guarantee spectacular, immediately noticeable 
skin rejuvenation and eyelid lifting, restoring a relaxed and glowing look to 
the face. The effectiveness of the creams stems from the original 
combination of colloidal gold peptide with the unique technology of 
activating potassium channels, which is a global-scale breakthrough made 
by the Dr Irena Eris Centre for Science and Research (CNB) and the Polish 
Academy of Science (PAN).

A multi-disciplinary team of scientists discovered the existence of 
potassium channels in the mitochondrial membrane, which play a crucial 
role in the correct functioning of skin cells.

In-depth studies have led to the creation of an exceptional technology 
to activate those channels, based on the stimulation of transport in 
mitochondrial membranes, which in turn triggers the awakening of skin 
cells from their dormant state. Consequently, the synthesis of collagen and 
elastin is reactivated, and skin ageing is visibly slowed down.

Red Village L20

Breakthrough 
ingredient
A HAVA Dead Sea Laboratories has announced the launch of a 

revolutionary product line, which includes four new products that 
will be joining its exciting portfolio of award-winning skin care products 
enriched with Dead Sea minerals. The new line includes a 24-hour cream, a 
night mask, a deep wrinkle filler and a skin-smoothing essence. All products 
contain a revolutionary Botox-like toxin extract, a result of an extensive 
four-year research study in AHAVA’s laboratories.

The Apple of Sodom, which will be on display at AHAVA’s stand at TFWA 
World Exhibition & Conference, is a breakthrough skin care product line, 
designed with revolutionary technology based on the fruit of the Apple of 
Sodom tree (Calotropis procera), originally found in Dead Sea area. AHAVA 
is the first cosmetics company that harnesses the healing properties  
and toxin produced from the Apple of Sodom to create a modern  
anti-aging ingredient.

Green Village M62

Colourful 
trends
F RAAS – The Scarf 

Company is 
returning to TFWA 
World Exhibition & 
Conference to showcase 
its Spring/Summer 19 
Collection and will be 
highlighting a new 
personalisation concept 
developed specifically for the 
growing cruise line business.

Cruise ships listing FRAAS 
scarves are being offered the opportunity to install a special 
embroidery machine that enables each item bought by passengers to be 
personalised.  

In addition to this new concept, FRAAS will be showcasing its 2019 
spring/summer collection, dedicated to colour. The range is split into three 
trend themes – MECCANO TOYS, POOLGLOW, and POLISHED MEMORIES.

The company will also be showcasing its FRAAS Signature Collection. 
With a recommended retail price of €69-399, the collection is exclusively 
manufactured in Germany and Italy, and is distilled from the carefully 
guarded essence of FRAAS’ expertise. In this new capsule collection, the 
best of 135 years of scarf manufacturing is combined with the ambitions 
of a leader in the world market.

Red Village K29

Freshness, 
radiance, 
youth
L aboratoire Nuxe is launching 

Crème Prodigieuse Boost, a 
new multi-correction skincare 
range for the first signs of ageing.

The five skincare products 
counter the effects of fatigue, stress 
and pollution on the skin, keeping it 
fresh, plump and luminous.

This new-generation of skincare products is formulated to deliver a 
multi-correcting action on the harmful effects of the busy urban lifestyles of 
women aged 25-39, whose skins are bombarded with oxidative stress, cellular 
stress and collagen damage.

With Crème Prodigieuse Boost, NUXE has come to the rescue of skin cells, 
with an anti-oxidant complex combining Jasmine Flower, Calendula Flower 
and a Cellular Sugar, which boost the skin’s mechanisms to correct the 
consequences on the skin of today’s furious pace of life. Crème Prodigieuse 
Boost brings back freshness, radiance and youth, while respecting the 
natural skin balance and boosting youthful skin.

The new collection, launched in September 2018, includes: Energising 
Priming Concentrate 100ml pump-bottle, Multi-Correction Eye Gel Balm 15ml 
pump-tube, Multi-Correction Gel Cream 40ml pump-tube, Multi-Correction 
Silky Cream, and Night Recovery Oil Balm 50ml jar.

Green Village J36
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THE UNIQUE SHORT-FORMAT CIGAR

Travel exclusive sets
T OUS, a leading Spanish brand for affordable luxury jewellery and 

accessories, is exhibiting for the fourth time at TFWA World 
Exhibition & Conference. It will introduce its new ‘Travel Exclusive’ sets in 
Cannes. These are a selection of products specially created for sale at 
international airports and onboard.

In line with its internationalisation strategy, travel retail is a strategic 
distribution channel for the company. This is highlighted by myriad new 
openings at key airports and inflight, where it continues to expand in 
different markets – Colombia with Avianca, and Spain with Iberia, being 
among the most important. TOUS has also this year debuted onboard both 
Hainan Airlines and Gulf Air.

TOUS enjoys international presence in places like Saudi Arabia, China, 
Spain, US, Indonesia, Italy, Poland and Mexico. As of this year, TOUS has a 
presence in South Korea in the new Shinsegae store, and will also open a 
new point of sale at Moscow Sheremetyevo Airport.

Bay Village Bay 5B

The 
power 
of scent
P arlux 

Fragrances, one 
of the leading global 
beauty companies, 
which designs, 
manufactures, 
markets and 
distributes prestige 
fragrances, is 
returning to TFWA 
World Exhibition & 
Conference to 
showcase the latest 
additions to its 
extensive portfolio.

Internationally-acclaimed singer and actress Rihanna has announced 
the launch of her tenth fragrance, REB’L FLEUR LOVE ALWAYS, a richer, 
more intense version of Rihanna’s premier and best-selling fragrance, 
REB’L FLEUR. Sultry, sexy and possessing an empowering intensity, the 
newly debuted fragrance is an olfactive expression of Rihanna’s daring 
and uniquely creative approach to scent. The fragrance is an ‘overdose’ of 
Rihanna’s favourite notes. REB’L FLEUR LOVE ALWAYS is fresh with ripe 
fruits and sumptuous florals, complemented by a sultry base of vanilla, 
patchouli and amber.

Also on display will be the 24th fragrance by another megastar, Paris 
Hilton. PLATINUM RUSH, Paris Hilton’s floral-fruity fragrance, reflects 
Hilton’s passion for sharing “the rush” of love through the power of scent.

Golden Village GO5-7
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Cool toys 
L EGO returns to 

TFWA World 
Exhibition & 
Conference this year 
to unveil its 
brand-new theme 
from LEGO City, 
which allows the kids 
to explore the 
pre-historic animals 
frozen in the ice of 
the Arctic. The theme 
contains a wide 
range of cool vehicles 
and functionality all 
relevant in the 
mission of extracting 
the animals from the ice.

One of the highlights at LEGO’s stand will be the LEGO City 60195 Arctic 
Mobile Exploration Base. This set features a crane with posable arm, 
hook, platform and a trailer, plus a mobile lab unit with radar dish and 
opening door. The set also includes a mobile saw vehicle with posable 
arm and rotating blade, plus a snow bike and a large ice build to hold the 
mammoth. This Arctic Exhibition set includes six LEGO explorer mini-
figures and a mammoth figure. Also on display will be the Arctic Scout 
Truck, Arctic Air Transport, Arctic Ice Crawler, Arctic Exploration Team, 
and Arctic Ice Glider.

Mediterranean Village N7

Jordanian flavours
F or leading Jordanian 

shisha brand, Mazaya, 
TFWA World Exhibition & 
Conference is a key week in its 
ongoing strategy to build 
shisha sales in global travel 
retail. This year sees the 
company again entertain 
guests onboard its luxury 
Princess Iluka Yacht, in addition 
to its exhibition stand.

“Building travel retail 
distribution for our shisha 
tobacco outside the Middle East 
is a long-term strategy, but 
we are most definitely finding 
that retailers in Europe, Asia 
and the US are becoming 
more and more interested 
and receptive to the concept,” 
says Rawan Elayyan, Brand 
Manager, Mazaya. “In Cannes, 
we will introduce new customers 
to our best-selling flavours, such as two apples, lemon mint, blueberry, 
mint, gum mint, grape mint and watermelon mint. We usually recommend 
five of these to start with in a new listing, building as the brand becomes 
better-known within the region.”

Yellow Village H53

On the ball
P orsche Design returns to TFWA World Exhibition & Conference with 

brand-new models to show from its innovative Ball Tec series.
Available in two sunglasses models, each in four colours, the 

special feature of the Ball Tec series is the innovative hinge. 
The ball, which is considered to be a basic form as well as 
the clearest and purest of all forms, is at the heart of the 
concept and replaces the conventional spectacles hinge. The 
ball on the end of the temples is inserted in the front made of 
RXP material, and ensures that the side moves in the frame 
and can achieve the highest flexibility. Since the hinge works 
completely without screws, it is absolutely maintenance free.

In addition, the spectacles seem almost weightless due to 
the use of very light materials (RXP plastic and titanium). 
Without demo lenses, the spectacles only weigh 8.5g. The 
ultraprecision and highly complex manufacturing method of the 
Ball Tec series guarantees constant tension on the temples, as well as 
perfect wearing comfort.

Riviera Village RE17

Stylish and functional 
A fter showcasing its lightest-ever hard-side collection last year at 

TFWA World Exhibition & Conference, DELSEY is unveiling the 
new-born of the TURENNE family, TURENNE PREMIUM.

Now equipped with expandability, dual density wheels and a brand 
new digital scale handle, TURENNE PREMIUM is incredibly stylish and 
functional. All details of the TURENNE collection have been upgraded to 
deluxe features, from the feather-like handles to the extremely well-fitted 
and refined interior. Theft protection is still a substantial difference 
maker, with the ZIP SECURITECH 2 incorporated into each case – an 
innovative patented slide fastener, offering efficient, secured protection 
against the risk of forced opening.

Blue Village F13
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Elegance 24/7
T he new Coeur de Lion Autumn/Winter Collection 2018 matches 

innovative design concepts with classic and trend-setting colours.
Unobtrusive yet entirely distinctive, the BRILLIANTCOEUR line offers 

clear shapes and refined colours such as amethyst, violet, montane blue 
and anthracite, combined with delicate rose gold and silver. Using exquisite 
haematite, genuine stainless steel spheres, and both flat and round mesh, 
they are elegant pieces that can be worn at any time of day.

In 2018, founder and Creative Director Carola Eckrodt’s vibrant colouring 
combines chestnut brown, fuchsia pink, montane blue, pumpkin and plum 
with violet, turquoise and the famous Yves Klein blue. The result is genuine 
highlights for the INTENSECOEUR line. The crystal drop necklace elegantly 
links amethyst with carnelian, amazonite, tiger’s eye and sodalite.

Autumn/Winter 2018 sees fresh bracelet creations in all colour themes. 
These include six-string bracelets with nappa leather and mesh that go 
perfectly with the new colours of the GEOCUBE models.

Finally, the 2018 limited edition necklace is an extravagant creation made 
of transparent spheres with asymmetrical holes combined with rose gold 
Swarovski crystal. It is limited to 1,200 sets.

Green Village M50

Natural well-being
P uressentiel is unveiling its unique and exclusive offer with the 

official launch of the brand in travel retail at TFWA World 
Exhibition & Conference.

Puressentiel Travel Retail is designed to meet the needs of both 
passengers and operators, promising their well-being while travelling.

In a context of rising importance of well-being, the brand offers 
natural solutions to satisfy the needs of travellers thanks to a solid 
savoir-faire, 100% made in France, that it is eager to share.

Puressentiel’s commitment is to draw eco-responsibly from nature 
at its best. Its actives are 100% pure and natural to offer efficacious, 
enjoyable and sustainable products.

Six new and exclusive kits are being launched for travellers of all 
ages: Best of Puressentiel, Flight essentials, Jet Lag essentials, Purifying 
essentials, Tropical essentials, and Adventure essentials. They are all 
convenient travel-size kits to upscale travellers’ journeys and ensure 
their well-being, naturally.

Blue Village F7



Fashion statement
A IGNER’s new Diadora Bag and Purse are a true fashion statement. The 

eye-catching Diadora Bag impresses as a day or evening bag. Trendy 
and practical, it can be worn on the shoulder or alternatively as a crossover. 
The bag features an adjustable strap and a magnetic button closure, as well 
as charming gold metal details to round off the bag.

Due to its dainty size, the AIGNER Diadora leather purse fits into every 
bag. It features both a coin and a bank note compartment, as well as two 
slots for cards, three various slots and one exterior slot at the rear of the 
purse. A special feature is the transparent ID card holder. It’s the perfect 
match for your new AIGNER Diadora bag.

AIGNER is also introducing the ‘Wunderkammer’ Leather Collection 
Fall/Winter 2018. As an important element of the collection, the 
signature bag from AIGNER comes in two new highlight versions – 
‘Cybill Fiera’ with ocelot pony fur, and ’Cybill Velluto’ with an elegant 
velvet look in three colours.

Yellow Village H35

A good night’s sleep
S leep is considered one of the main pillars of Ayurveda. It is essential to 

maintaining the body’s balance and good health. In Ayurveda, there are 
three major types of sleep imbalance, which are known as the imbalances in 
Vata, Pitta and Kapha dosha.

Vata sleep imbalance occurs when the coordination between learning, 
retention and recall becomes weak.

Pitta sleep disorder occurs when you have no problem falling asleep, 
but you wake up in the early hours of the morning and cannot go back 
to sleep for several hours.

Kapha-related sleep disorder occurs when a person sleeps long 
and deeply, but feels exhausted when they wake up.

Spa Ceylon Luxury Ayurveda is introducing its new Sleep 
Intense range, which combines organic essential oils, and 
natural ingredients harvested at source, in a range of sleep-
enhancing products developed with the science of Ayurveda.

The range includes the Dream Essence Mist; a Relaxing 
Body Cleanser that enhances your daily sleep hygiene 
ritual and is especially good if you struggle with Vata-type 
sleeplessness; and a Dream Balm, and Soothing Body Elixir – both of 
which are perfect for Kapha-type symptoms.

Riviera Village RA8

Splash of character
T ailored Perfumes – 

which will be 
showcased on the Air-Val 
International stand at 
TFWA World Exhibition & 
Conference – is launching the 
new Pepe Jeans fragrances, 
feminine and masculine. In this 
new release, Pepe Jeans translates 
its personality full of positive 
attitude to its new fragrances. 
Inspired by the character of 
the fashion brand, Pepe 
Jeans innovates in the shapes 
of the bottles, reproducing a drinking glass for her and a shaker for him.

The Pepe Jeans fragrance for her is inspired by a modern cocktail. It is a 
fusion of amber and vanilla enhanced by the delicious note of almond milk, 
the sweet touch of marshmallow and a musk base note.

The Pepe Jeans masculine fragrance is a daring version of refined 
masculine freshness. The timeless essence of lavender is combined with a 
twist of pineapple juice and an oriental accord of warm vanilla and roasted 
coffee. The fragrances are available internationally from October, in 80ml 
and 50ml Eau de Parfum for Her, and 100ml and 50ml Eau de Toilette for Him.

Green Village M72

Powerful and 
exotic
M arie Brizard Wine & Spirits is introducing its 

new Cumbava Liqueur d’Excellence, combining 
sour peel notes and a spicy taste with a hint of 
Cognac. The powerful and exotic notes that are 
characteristic of this tropical citrus fruit can be 
enjoyed dry with ice or in cocktails. The Citrus 
Fizz cocktail, for example, is 2cl Marie Brizard 
Cumbava Liqueur d’Excellence, 2cl Old Lady’s 
gin, 2cl fresh lime juice, and 6cl ginger ale.

Pioneering in the image of its creator, 
the House Marie Brizard knows how to 
adapt itself to mixologists needs with bold 
innovations. Inspired by citrus fruit from the 
beginning, the brand has created an incredible 
new liqueur with the new bergamot flavour. 
This new flavour has spicy, sour and bitter notes 
rounded by the sweetness of calvados. It can 
be enjoyed in a Marie Sour cocktail: 3cl Marie 
Brizard Bergamot liqueur, 2cl Gautier Cognac, 
2cl fresh lemon juice, and 3cl blood  
orange juice.

Blue Village D12
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#KENNETHCOLETIME

MAKE THE MOST 
OF WEARING
TIMES
- Kenneth Cole

#KENNETHCOLETIME

Novelties and innovations
T he new brand Qiriness Men has been launched in 2018. It is a practical care 

routine adapted to men’s skin, with natural active ingredients and refined 
formulations. A brand in sync with modern men, it is comprised of eight treatments.

In its global offering for women, Qiriness has enhanced its Essential Daily Care line 
with the Eclat Parfait range – a unique skincare experience to protect the skin and 
combat the harmful effects of pollution, free radicals and blue light. In September, the 
Wrap de Nuit Éclat Parfait, Brightening Detox Sleeping Pack completed this range. It 
is an extra-mild peeling mask to detoxify and fight against pigmentary damage.

Qiriness has also expanded its range of microfiber face masks with the Wrap Duo 
Purifiant Nez, Purifying 2-step Nose Patches.

Meanwhile, the Initiation line of cleansers and make-up removers has been 
completely redesigned and reformulated, with new, more modern packaging. For the 
first time, the brand addresses the specific care of the lips and cheeks by launching 
Caresse Lèvres & Joues, Protecting and Repairing Color Lip & Cheek Balm, tinted 
tender pink or delicate coral.

Blue Village G24

Niche fragrances
T he Spirit of Dubai highlights The Seven Wonders of Dubai. Much like the poet and the painter, the 

perfumer is also fascinated by sights and sounds of the city, inspired to capture its beauty in the form 
of fragrance. The first generation of niche perfumes highlights the seven aspects of the city of Dubai: the sea, 
the desert, the Arabian horses, the skyline, the natural fragrances, the Arabian hospitality, and the luxury.

In the second generation, the ultra-niche fragrance collection continues to epitomise the defining aspects 
of the city using hand-selected natural ingredients that are pure, rare and luxurious, to create unique 
perfumes with a synchronised concept in both generations.

Golden Village GO14
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Cuddly new additions
T he inventor of the teddy bear, Steiff is returning to TFWA World Exhibition & 

Conference with two new range additions to its plush portfolio. The main 
focus in travel retail is on the brand’s children’s plush range; each bear or other 
character sold often becoming a life-long companion of the recipient.

The new additions include the Hello Baby range. Made of extra soft plush, the 
range features: Hello Baby Lea/Hello Baby Levi Teddy Bear in a gift box – a beautiful 
teddy bear adorned with a pink or blue bow; Hello Baby Lea/Hello Baby Levi Teddy 
Bear Comforter in a gift box – a soft and comforting item for a young baby; and 
Hello Baby Lea/Hello Baby Levi Teddy Bear Grip Toy with Rattle in a gift box – 
perfect to keep young babies comforted and entertained.

The Soft Cuddly Friends range introduces a variety of different animals, all made 
of ultra-soft plush. My Bearly is a beautiful brown bear that would make the ideal 
companion for any child. Pinky Dangling Flamingo is a fun and cuddly Flamingo toy.

Mediterranean Village N17

Fashionable and versatile
I nnovation, craftsmanship, and modernity infuse Swarovski’s 2018 watch collection. Fashionable 

and versatile, the collection blends contemporary designs with Swarovski crystal mastery.
The highlight of the collection is CRYSTAL LAKE. Housed in a sleek and minimalist case, and crafted 
from a single piece of sapphire crystal, the watch dial reflects light like the surface of a pristine lake.

The elegant OCTEA LUX features feminine lines with flowing curves and a signature faceted crystal 
bezel. It is also available in a rose gold-tone stainless steel case with a blue genuine leather strap.

OCTEA NOVA offers the luxury feel of an on-trend metallic Milanese bracelet. The focal point is the 
luminous crystal bezel and glass crafted out of a single piece of sapphire crystal and adorned with 68 
exquisitely-crafted facets. Combining a sophisticated chronograph and sporty style, ERA JOURNEY 
receives a glamorous update for the season with a rose gold-tone coated stainless steel case set with 
Swarovski crystals and a ruby pink leather strap.

CRYSTALLINE PURE now comes in a timeless champagne gold-tone case filled with around 850 rose 
gold-coloured crystals, paired with a dark grey genuine leather strap.

Blue Village C11

Racing spirit
L ambretta Watches is proud to introduce its latest men’s novelties, 

the Marco 40 Rubber Collection at this year’s TFWA World Exhibition 
& Conference. They are striking timepieces with lots of attitude and a 
youthful spirit, clearly inspired by the great Lambretta racing heritage 
back in the 1960s.

The new collection includes eight different models, that all boast a strong 
character and connection to the Italian brand. The timepieces are developed 
for an active lifestyle and equipped with a 100m waterproof stainless steel 
case, sunray dial and luminous hands. The premium rubber straps, with 
sporty and rugged tire pattern, are made from recycled tires. The result is 
a modern designed racing timepiece, with a vibrant nature and a genuine 
Lambretta feel.

Yellow Village F60

Premium 
limoncello
S yramusa, the premium limoncello brand 

launched by Stock Italia earlier this year, 
is expanding into travel retail. Now being 
stocked by Gebr. Heinemann at its Italian 
locations, the move into travel retail is 
important for the brand as it gives the 
travelling consumer an opportunity to 
experience the premium Italian product 
from the largest limoncello house in  
the world.

Syramusa uses the peel of the 
Femminello lemon, grown in the province 
of Siracusa, Sicily, which is renowned for its 
juice, zest and flavour, making it the perfect 
match for the production of limoncello.

Available in a painted 70cl bottle with a 
premium cork stopper, the name and award-
winning design take their inspiration from 
the beautiful Sicilian city of Syracuse, which 
is rich in Italian nature, history and cultural 
beauty. With a slightly higher alcohol 
percentage of 28% and low sugar content, 
Syramusa contains no colourants or added 
artificial flavours – it is 100% Italian-made.

Syramusa will be presented at TFWA World 
Exhibition & Conference at the Stock Spirits Group stand.

Green Village M48
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Modern blend
T he East India Company celebrates a modern blend of two tea 

traditions with the exclusive launch of its Matcha&Chai Blend Green 
Tea at TFWA World Exhibition & Conference.

The contemporary fusion of these two famously distinctive and exotic 
teas, creates a harmonious balance of refreshment and comfort to reset, 
revive and restore inner balance. Joining The East India Company’s family 
of new Wellness teas and infusions, pure Matcha is fused with all-natural 
Chai spice – an intriguing and invigorating synergy of two traditions for a 
taste of adventure and a moment worth pausing for.

“This exquisite Matcha is a lovely vibrant green colour with the 
revitalising pungency of classic natural spices. This tea has a delicate, 
smooth balance, refreshingly enriched with a creamy taste,” says Lalith 
Lenadora, Tea Master.

Experience it as a booster shot in the morning in place of an espresso, or 
with milk as a latte. Try with Soya or Almond Milk for a varied profile, or with 
sweetened Condensed Milk for a twist on the classic Indian Masala Chai.

Red Village J1

Radiant glow
F or its latest innovation 

that will be on display at 
this year’s TFWA World 
Exhibition & Conference, 
Timeless Truth has teamed 
up with Mibelle 
Biochemistry, an accredited, 
multi award-winning 
laboratory in Switzerland, to 
develop the Sunflower 
Whitening Radiance Bio 
Cellulose Mask, formulated 
with precious plant essences 
extraction.

The Sunflower Whitening 
Radiance Bio-Cellulose Mask 
adopts pure energy from 
precious plants extracted 
by the Mibelle Biochemistry. 
Sunflower sprout extract, an 
award-winning ingredient, 
adds the final touch to the 
completion of sun protection by protecting skin against photo-aging and 
enhancing skin’s self-defence. Additionally, it is formulated with Arbutin 
and Sakura Extract, which improve skin dullness and give skin a radiant 
glow. The mask also contains Cherry Blossom Extract, which helps improve 
uneven skin tone, and makes your skin bright, clear and moisturised, and 
hyaluronic acid to attract and maintain moisture, creating a cushion to 
help plump out fine lines and wrinkles in problem areas.

Bay Village Bay Terrace T4

Soulful confections
N estlé International Travel Retail (NITR) is returning to TFWA World Exhibition & 

Conference, where it will announce a new wave of exciting products and 
engaging experiences. Nestlé will highlight its continued commitment to leading 
innovation in the travel retail confectionery category throughout 2019.

The new launches will focus on NITR’s SOUL (Stories, Occasion, Unique, Local) 
strategic framework as a response to the ever-changing travel retail industry, 
particularly among millennials. As a generation that wants to be in control of what it 
experiences, millennials are natural explorers – looking for the right experience that 
fits their mood and personality. Their use of technology is also drastically different, 
they are more likely to disengage for entertainment and social media, here they share 
their experiences widely.

For these reasons, NITR’s SOUL framework and 2019 innovations aim to deliver 
aspirational and shareable brand stories and enrich consumers’ travel experiences.

Highlighted will be the latest campaigns across strategic brands KITKAT, 
SMARTIES and NESTLÉ SWISS.

Beach Village Beach 07

Eye-catching display
W atch and jewellery expert Kurate International comes to TFWA World 

Exhibition & Conference with a refreshed Belle & Beau free standing 
display unit (FSDU). The unit will support the brand’s expansion into airport 
and ground stores, including cruise ships and ferries.

“We’ve developed and grown our business exclusively within the travel 
retail inflight market, but with the introduction of our brand Belle & 
Beau last year, we see too many opportunities not to broaden our scope 
into airport and ground stores,” comments Claire O’Donnell, Key Account 
Manager, Kurate International.

The new FSDU holds 84 SKUs (434 pieces in total) and is divided into four 
sides, each with a different offering: best sellers, travel retail exclusives, gift 
ideas, and a new range of carded jewellery. Each item ranges in price from 
£12-£39, with the carded items offered at £15 each or two for £25.

With the option to light up the FSDU and a perspex top to display seasonal 
offers and promotions, the unit is an eye-catching asset to any ground or 
airport store.

Each unit comes fully stocked and also includes two full re-fills.

Green Village H44
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The aromatic heart of Antica Sambuca 
is created by distilling star anise and 17 
other herbs and spices in a steam-still.

Tradition meets innovation.

www.anticasambuca.com
Enjoy Antica SAMBUCA Responsibly

Visit us at TFWA Cannes • GREEN VILLAGE • BOOTH L 73

World of fun
H ARIBO is continuing its drive to upgrade its presence in global travel 

retail with the introduction of brightly-coloured, travel-exclusive 
display units, which reflect the brand’s strong visual identity.

Hero of the shelves and gondolas is the iconic yellow Goldbear mascot, 
who is featured prominently in the designs and whose silhouette has 
inspired the shape of some of the units. The high-quality materials in eye-
catching red, blue, yellow and green ensure that the new displays not only 
coordinate with HARIBO’s collection of travel exclusive gift items, but link 
with the bright, colourful world of fun for which the brand is known.

In particular, a 1.5-metre tall Goldbear-shaped display case, in the 
brand’s colours outlined in white for definition, is inspired by the iconic 
Goldbear jelly candy. This display’s individual shape and its embossed 
HARIBO logo will stand out boldly in the airport environment and support 
the launch of HARIBO travel retail novelties, such as the cute HARIBO 
Candy Tin and the practical HARIBO Travel Bag.

Bay Village Bay 11B

50 years of heritage
T his year at TFWA World Exhibition & Conference, Davidoff Cigars will celebrate 50 years of heritage, pioneering and 

innovative cigar making in the spirit of the man who gave the company its name – Zino Davidoff. In 1968, Davidoff 
Cigars’ journey from the origins of its famed flagship store in Geneva to a global brand with millions of followers had begun. 

To mark Davidoff’s 50th anniversary, the Swiss cigar maker will bring back its popular Diademas Finas, a cigar that 
was first launched in 2006, to commemorate what would have been Zino’s 100th birthday. The limited edition cigar will 
be available in four different 10-count porcelain jars. Each jar is numbered and contains a humidification device. The 
jars feature four distinct art designs, created by French artist Mariane Léger. Art designs, which are also represented on 
Davidoff’s 50th anniversary “Caves du Monde” humidors and exclusive lighters. A limited edition ashtray, pipes and pipe 
tobacco (available outside of the US) complement the special 50 Years product offering, created for this unique occasion.

Bay Village Bay Terrace T1
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Delicious assortment
F errero Travel Market is lining up a fabulous new assortment of 

travel-exclusive products to share with buyers at the forthcoming 
TFWA World Exhibition & Conference.

From the world’s favourite children’s confectionery brand comes the Kinder 
Surprise Maxi 100g in three colourful monster-shaped editions with surprises 
inside that glow in the dark, all designed exclusively for the travel market.

Next from the praline brand is Ferrero Rocher 100g, a charming pack 
offering eight delicious pralines in a travel-exclusive gift box adorned with 
a golden map of the world and inscribed with an inspiring ‘Where do we go 
next’ message.

Set to celebrate its 50th anniversary next year, Nutella will launch in travel 
retail an exclusive traveller’s version of Nutella B-Ready, the easy way to 
enjoy Nutella everywhere. 

Ferrero Travel Market also addresses the need of shoppers to enjoy non-
chocolate confectionery on their travels with its latest innovations from Tic 
Tac – the Tic Tac Travels Multi-flavour pack.

Bay Village Bay 8

Bold taste
I an Macleod Distillers has 

developed its Smokehead range 
with a new-look Smokehead Extra 
Rare released exclusively for global 
travel retail. Priced at 
£49.95/$66.00/€56.00, Extra Rare will 
be launched at TFWA World 
Exhibition & Conference.

Smokehead Extra Rare has 
been the wild one of single malt 
whiskies since its launch in 
2007. As bold in taste as it is in 
attitude, it has been repackaged 
this year with an even louder and 
edgier design. The distinctive 
smoky whisky inside the bottle 
remains unchanged and as 
uncompromising as ever. Extra 
Rare is a big, smoky heavyweight 
of clashing flavours, ranging 
from salty and spicy notes, to 
a rush of smoke then honey 
sweetness, and finishing with 
a heavy hit of peat. Building on 
the launch of the new Smokehead 
brand design, which was unveiled earlier this year. Extra Rare 
displays the brand’s iconic skull icon, stand-out typography and smoked 
and textured backgrounds. Each bottle comes in a stylish, premium gift tin.

Red Village L7

Revolutionary hair 
treatment 
M oroccanoil, a leader in oil-infused 

beauty, continues its worldwide 
distribution strategy in duty free 
channels with the unveiling of the 
latest innovation and technology for 
colour-treated hair at TFWA World 
Exhibition & Conference.

The iconic head-to-toe beauty 
brand is poised for continued 
growth in travel retail with a new 
category offering: the Moroccanoil 
Color Complete Collection – a 
revolutionary 360-degree approach 
to colour care that addresses all 
sources of colour degradation 
to keep the life in hair colour. All 
five products feature ArganID 
technology, which uses the power of 
ionic attraction to infuse argan oil into 
the cortex, while simultaneously helping to repair and seal the hair.

Moroccanoil is also celebrating its 10-year anniversary, which includes 
the introduction of innovative technologies supported by clinical claims 
with the new Color Complete Collection, refinement of the product 
assortment, branded installations and premium airport fixtures – 
finishing the year strong with an emphasis on the Asia Pacific and Latin 
American markets.

Blue Village F12

Creative collection
L iu Jo is introducing its SS19 accessories collection. It is brimming with models you can’t help but like, 

from the shoulder bags to ladylike handbags, from shopping bags to tote bags and to clutches for 
those special evenings out. Patterns and motifs – flowers, spots, lettering and heraldic designs – are in line 
with the brand’s apparel ideas. Many names of totes, shoulder and shopping bags are reminiscent of Rome’s 
most famous, historic streets, emphasising the collection’s creativity.

The Tiberina line is a perfect complement to the brand’s apparel lines. Then there is denim with coloured 
rhinestones, animal spotted print, quilted patent leather with logo and star-studded matelassé. Trapezium 
is the shape of the shoulder bags with a flap and chain buckle, or with a Liu Jo printed ribbon hinting at a 
sporty theme.

There are new models besides the shoulder bag with flap, which is available in two sizes: the backpack, 
the small flat shoulder bag, the belt bag and the cylindrically-shaped bucket bag. The handles to wear over 
the shoulder are a special feature that can also be bought separately.

Mediterranean Village N3
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Lyrical 
dream
C reated in 1987, 

Misaki is a 
luxury jewellery 
brand, specialising in 
an emblematic 
material – the pearl: 
cultured pearls and 
crafted glass pearl 
beads. The design of 
the collections is 
sophisticated and 
contemporary, mixing 
pure shapes and lines 
with precious, quality 
materials.

The new Spring-
Summer 2019 
collection draws its 
inspiration from the 
lyrics of a classic jazz 
song – “Dream a little 
dream of me”.

Through this new collection, the Misaki woman wants to be charming, 
captivating and memorable. The collection is adorned with jewels that 
sparkle under the colours of summer, or detailed with stars from the starry 
night skies, sensually highlighting the neckline or the hollow of a wrist. 
This collection reveals a true and sensitive love story. Inspired by this iconic 
song, the sets from this collection – ‘Stars’, ‘Sunbeams’, ‘Dream’ and ‘Sweet 
Yellow’ – are dedicated to the lyrics of the song, and will be on display at this 
year’s TFWA World Exhibition & Conference.

Yellow Village E26

A dram 
to savour
D istell is introducing the 

travel retail exclusive 
Deanston 10 yo –  
Bordeaux Finish.

Breaking from 
tradition and 
seeking out a fresh 
approach are said to 
be Deanston’s bread and 
butter. So, when it found 
some terrific red wine 
casks in Bordeaux, 
it wondered what 
would happen when 
it finished its whisky 
in them. It was an 
experiment worth 
making.

Deanston tested 
the spirit every year 
and it’s now ready, 
delivering a rich and 
deep flavour to the 
Deanston spirit, giving it a unique 
twist. This unique whisky is exclusively available to global travel retailers, 
seeking whiskies that offer their customers something different and unique. 
It is crafted by hand and aged in both ex-Bourbon and vintage Bordeaux 
wine casks for 10 years, creating a characterful, deeply flavoured malt with 
a rich colour. In the spirit of Deanston, it is a dram to be savoured  
and shared.

Green Village M64

E XCEP T IONA L QUA L I T Y 
COM ES W I TH AGE

Balmoral Añejo XO cigars are the result of an intensive blending process with exceptionally aged 
tobaccos: an Añejo blend crowned with a sungrown Arapiraca wrapper. After blending the cigar, it took 

another 6 months of aging to marry all its flavors. Let yourself be seduced by notes of cedar wood, 
cacao, spices and underlying sweetness.

Petit Robusto FT | Rothschild Masivo | Gran Toro

www.balmoralcigars.com

NOW AVAILABLE:
Exclusive Travel Retail Gift 

Box and 4-Count Cigar Packs

COME AND VISIT US:
Yellow Village Booth H49

000134851 TL BAL adv-anejo-XO-exclusive-tfwa-wk28-2018-109x161mm.indd   1 10-07-18   12:09
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Unique savoir-faire
P aris Chocolat was 

born out of a desire 
to unveil a confidential 
chocolate factory created 
in 1951. It has benefited 
from a strong and unique 
savoir-faire for more than 
60 years, developing 
precise traditional 
methods and always 
looking for the best 
ingredients.

The founder Eric 
Monterrat knows how 
to link sweet and refined 
pleasures, while building 
an haute couture image 
through the creation 
of premium chocolates 
inspired by today’s 
trends.

In a real desire to 
open to the world, Paris 
Chocolat will be present 
at TFWA World Exhibition 
& Conference for the 
second year. For this 
occasion, the brand will present its travel retail offer: the ‘Colonne Vendôme’ 
fixture that highlights the French savoir-faire of the brand, showcasing its 
best products and its exclusive creation ‘Le Macaronia’.

Yellow Village C27

Humi-pack 
packaging
S candinavian Tobacco Group 

will be highlighting the Don 
Tomás Clásico Robusto Humi-pack 
at TFWA World Exhibition & 
Conference.

The Humi-pack packaging 
features a proprietary film with 
transparent foil and special poly-
coating. Together these provide an 
airtight barrier to retain the cigar’s 
optimal moisture level and protect 
its delicate flavour and aroma over 
extended periods of time, without 
the need for a humidor. The cigars 
are individually sealed inside easy-
to-open transparent pouches and 
presented in a transparent plastic 
tray which can be used as a  
counter display.

Rich and fragrant, a large stock 
of well-matured tobaccos in Central 
America and the exquisite composition of the characteristics guarantee 
that the hand-made Don Tomás cigars always offer a consistent sensation.

Scandinavian Tobacco Group will also be highlighting Humi-pack 
packaging for the Macanudo Inspirado. These cigars are handmade from 
Honduran, Nicaraguan and Dominican tobaccos, and held together by a 
binder from the Jamastran Valley in Honduras. The Macanudo Inspirado is 
wrapped in an oily and rich Rosada leaf from San Agustin, Honduras.

Blue Village D10

Design & functionality 
T he luxury Italian luggage and accessories company Bric’s has launched twin business 

collections Torino and Monza, which will be on display at this year’s TFWA World 
Exhibition & Conference. The first in full genuine leather, the second in genuine leather and 
technical nylon – both designed with the urban lifestyle in mind. 

With these two collections, Bric’s approaches the business and contemporary world, always 
characterised by a refined and functional style. Keywords: design and functionality.

The collection campaign background is metropolitan, urban and contemporary Milan, 
it portrays the dynamism and the modernity, thus delineating to immediate effect the 
characteristics of the ideal target. Torino and Monza are designed for the professional, urban 
and global traveller, globe-trotter, constantly on the move, for business and leisure. Bric’s is 
aimed at the elegantly casual consumer, lover of Italian style, the high-tech, hyper-connected 
and at the same time sporty and dynamic, projected towards the future but strongly a 
protagonist of the present.

Riviera Village RA7

Be charmed
C ostume jewellery brand Buckley London has extended the Be Charmed bracelet range 

with the addition of three new vibrant collections.
Inspired by the magical tales of the 1001 Nights and the mystery of the Middle East, the 

Eastern Wishes collection features a decorative Flying Carpet and the popular Hamsa Hand, the 
protective ancient talisman. The polished Magic Lamp, golden Shisha Pipe and beaded Camel 
add a fun twist to the Eastern Wishes collection.

The most colourful and fun of the new collections, the Paradise charms, are playful and 
exciting, featuring a vibrant crystal encrusted watermelon, a flamboyant flamingo, an 
intricately detailed golden pineapple and a dancing carousel pony, to mention just a few.

Buckley London’s Fiesta charms have been designed with Mexican celebration in mind, 
plated in highly polished silver and decorated with bright coloured enamels. In addition to the 
Be Charmed collections, Buckley London will be launching seven new core collections and will 
be extending the newly-launched Buckley London for Him range.

Red Village H4
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Playful femininity
A brilliant pioneer, René 

Lalique was the first to 
blend glass and gems in 
his ground-breaking Art 
Noveau jewellery, just as 
perfumers were 
revolutionising their art 
with amazing new 
synthetic material. Today, 
the House of Lalique 
keeps his innovative 
spirit alive with the 
exclusive collection Les 
Compositions Parfumées, 
inspired by the alchemy 
of perfumery, jewellery 
and crystal-making.

Dressed in the 
delicate pink, purple 
and amber palette of 
the three new scents, 
the streamlined form 
of Les Compositions 
Parfumées’ iconic bottle 
takes on a playful femininity.

Inspired by René Lalique’s mythical ‘Duncan’ collection, designed in 1931, 
the elegant satin-finished Art Deco flacon is topped with a white wooden 
cap bearing Lalique’s ‘Hirondelles’ (‘Swallow’) logo in gold. A golden metal 
pendant, also presenting the emblem, is tied around the neck of the bottle 
by coloured cord, highlighting the exclusivity of the collection.

Red Village J33

Exceptional 
champagne
T he latest release 

from Vranken 
Pommery Monopole is 
the Cuvée Louise 
Nature, vintage 2004.

Because it is a very 
delicate moment for 
the cellar master, 
this moment where 
normally he gives 
the final touch 
after years of 
patience and 
work, where he 
poses a comma 
of a few grams of 
sugar to soften, 
harmonise. 
Cuvée Louise 
2004 will remain 
‘naked’, as close 
as possible to 
wine, the perfect 
balance between 
nature and the work of man. 
It is described as a champagne of its times – the closest expression of 
the purity to prove, if this were still necessary, that the grands crus of 
champagne sometimes do not need any artifice.

Red Village H22

French flair
F or the last five years, Eden Park, the House of the pink bow tie, has participated at TFWA 

World Exhibition & Conference. David Dayan, International Director of the Duty Free 
Development Consulting Group, will support Eden Park at this year’s event, which provides the 
perfect opportunity to present an exclusive capsule collection.

The menswear line created for the duty free market features polo shirts, jerseys, long-sleeved 
pieces and trousers, and is a celebration of France and its colours: blue, white, and red. This is 
another way to develop exceptional French culture and French flair beyond France’s borders.

A line of accessories, bags and perfumes will also feature in the capsule collection, created in 
order to meet the specific demands of the duty free market.

Today the rugby world inspired House, created in 1987, is present in 34 countries, and is 
beginning its development in the duty free market.

Exhibiting in Cannes is vital to the continued development of the brand; Franck Mesnel, 
founder and Chairman of Eden Park, will be present to meet with the exhibition’s key players.

Blue Village E4

Colourful explosion
D esigual will be presenting its latest collection at TFWA World Exhibition & Conference. On 

display will be the travel retail collection which corresponds to the Spring-Summer 2019 season, 
with garments from the Woman and Kids categories taking centre stage, as well as accessories.

This year, Desigual’s presence is marked by practical light and versatile garments, specially 
designed so that travellers can buy and transport them easily. ‘Colour me’ is the name of the 
collection, which is dominated by an explosion of colours. The bags are the star product of 
this collection – reversible and with multiple functions, from diverse prints to various strap 
combinations.

Among the new developments is the launch of a boutique store concept. A cube-shaped corner 
that allows the display of the brand’s products in a 100% Desigual space.

Adjustable according to the stock, adaptable to any space and quick to implement, this 
boutique concept allows the creation of a Desigual space in the most versatile way, as well as 
making the most of every centimetre of space.

Riviera Village RA4
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Luxurious 
flavours
B utlers, chocolate 

masters since 1932, and 
Ireland’s premier family-owned 
chocolatier, will showcase an 
exciting collection of deeply 
decadent dark chocolate mini bars 
at this year’s TFWA World 
Exhibition & Conference.

The stunning travel retail 
exclusive will comprise a selection 
of four individually-wrapped 
mini bars in the cocoa luxuriant 
flavours of 85%, 78%, 70% and 
Dark Chocolate Salted Caramel 
Crunch, beautifully presented in 
a tapered box hand tied with a 
gorgeous matching ribbon.

Building on the successful 
launch of The Chocolate Collection 
at TFWA Asia Pacific Exhibition 
& Conference, Butlers will debut 
a new Dark Chocolate Collection 
variant – containing a luxurious 
compilation of wonderfully intense and indulgent dark truffles 
and pralines. 

Butlers will also unveil a contemporary new look for its ever-popular 
Premium Selection Assortment, as well as the irresistible Drumshanbo 
Gunpowder Irish Gin flavoured milk chocolate collection.

Green Village L56

New Sake 
launches
D iverse Flavours will once again be 

exhibiting Japanese Sake at TFWA World 
Exhibition & Conference, including new products 
from Sakuramasamune, one of Japan’s oldest Sake 
makers from Hyogo Prefecture, and a complete new 
range from Kinshi Masamune from Kyoto.

In Cannes, Diverse Flavours will, for the first 
time, be showcasing the award-winning Kinmare 
Daiginjo Genshu, which was awarded the Hyogo 
Trophy in the International Wine Challenge 2018 
Sake competition. Kinmare Daiginjo Genshu is 
brewed 100% from top quality ‘Yamadanishiki’ 
rice, and each brewing process is precisely 
controlled by experienced professional 
brewers. Along with notes of apples and pears 
in your nose, it has a fine balance of sweetness 
and low acidity on your palate.

Sakuramasamune brands being showcased 
in Cannes include Aramakiya Tazaemon 
– Junmai Daiginjo, Ouka Ichirin Daiginjo, 
Miyamizu No Hana – Tokubetsu Junmai, 
Sakuramasamune Traditional Junmai, and 
Sakuramasamune Sparkling Sake Dry 200ml.

Meanwhile, Sake’s from Kinshi Masamune 
being highlighted include Matsuya Kyubu 
Junmai Daiginjo, Kinshi Masamune Junmai 
Ginjo, Kinshi Masamune Tokubetsu Junmai, 
and Kinshi Masamune Kinkaku Honjozo-Shu.

Red Village L34

Innovative cigar 
concepts 
A t TFWA World Exhibition & Conference, J. Cortès will showcase its 

latest travel retail exclusive novelty. Considered one of the most 
innovative cigar concepts, Nub is a line of short, stout and well-lived smokes 
blended to capture the perfect essence of a cigar. These cigars are 
completely made by hand with densely packed long filler, allowing each 
stick to burn slowly while maintaining a smoking time comparable to 
conventional sizes, ranging from Robusto to Churchill. Especially for travel 
retail, the selected cigars have aged for more than one year. The cigars 
come in a premium metal tube and a beautifully designed cardboard box 
with information about the tobaccos used for filler, binder and wrapper. 
The Nub travel retail exclusive contains four cigars with delicate and fine 
cigar wrappers – Maduro, Sun Grown, Connecticut, and Cameroon.

Harbour Village EVIDENCE

Gift a moment of bliss
L indt & Sprüngli is ready to launch a new assortment of travel retail-exclusive 

and magical product innovations at the upcoming TFWA World Exhibition & 
Conference with a clear focus on its biggest and most-loved brand LINDOR and 
further news on its bestseller ranges, as well as a new snacking assortment.

When words by themselves are not enough, gift a moment of bliss with the 
irresistibly smooth-melting LINDOR. Share your love and appreciation worldwide 
with the latest 2019 range of iconic LINDOR bestsellers and treats. Available in classic 
red, filled with irresistibly smooth melting LINDOR Milk balls; premium gold, filled 
with LINDOR Milk, Dark, White and Hazelnut balls; and as annual Flavour Editions, 
you are sure to find the perfect LINDOR treats. Among the latest tasty innovations 
on display at the show will be LINDOR Mini Tubes 175g, LINDOR Dark Selection 
387g, LINDOR Deluxe Heart 200g, LINDT Mini Pralines, LINDT Naps World Traveller 
Collection, LINDT Sensation Fruit 150g bag, and LINDT Maxi Plaisir 150g.

Marine Village R7
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A GENTLEMAN 
KNOWS THE VALUE

OF TIME.
- Rule 36 - 

A GENTLEMAN 
#BoggiGentlemanStyle

boggi.com
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